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Craniosynostosis represents a heterogeneous cluster of congenital disorders and manifests as premature ossification of one or more cranial sutures.
Cranial sutures serve to enable calvarial growth
and function as joints between skull bones. The
mechanical properties of synostosed cranial sutures
are of vital importance to their function and yet are
poorly understood. The present study was designed
to characterize the nanostructural and nanomechanical properties of synostosed postnatal sagittal and
metopic sutures. Synostosed postnatal sagittal sutures (n 5 5) and metopic sutures (n 5 5) were obtained from craniosynostosis patients (aged 9.1 ± 2.8
months). The synostosed sutural samples were prepared for imaging and indentation on both the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces with the
cantilever probe of an atomic force microscopy.
Analysis of the nanotopographic images indicated
robust variations in sutural surface characteristics
with localized peaks and valleys. In 5 3 5 mm scan
sizes, the surface roughness of the synostosed metopic suture was significantly greater (223.6 ± 93.3
nm) than the synostosed sagittal suture (142.9 ±
80.3 nm) (P , 0.01). The Young’s modulus of the synostosed sagittal suture at 0.7 ± 0.2 MPa was significantly higher than the synostosed metopic suture
at 0.5 ± 0.1 MPa (P , 0.01). These data suggest that
various synostosed cranial sutures may have different structural and mechanical characteristics.
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C

ranial sutures are a soft connective tissue
interface between mineralized calvarial
bones.1,2 Cranial sutures consist of an array
of connective tissue cells such as mesenchymal cells and fibroblast-like cells that proliferate,
differentiate, and synthesize extracellular matrices,
thus maintaining the presence of suture mesenchyme.1,2 On the other hand, sutural osteoblasts produce bone matrix, which is mineralized to form skull
bones. Longitudinal and expansional growth of cranial bones arrests if cranial sutures undergo either
physiologic or pathologic ossification.1 Craniosynostosis represents a heterogeneous group of congenital
disorders that are commonly manifested as premature ossification of one or more cranial sutures. Craniosynostosis is one of the most common craniofacial
anomalies and occurs in approximately 1:2,500 live
human births. Although more than 150 genetic syndromes have been linked to craniosynostosis, many
craniosynostosis cases are nonsyndromic and occur
sporadically without apparent association to syndromes. With premature synostosis of cranial sutures,
continuing brain growth is believed to result in craniofacial deformities by way of compensatory expansion in the patent sutures. Craniofacial deformities
likely result from abnormal intracranial pressure.
In addition to craniofacial anomalies, craniosynostosis can manifest as impaired cerebral flow, airway
obstruction, impaired vision and hearing, learning
difficulties, and adverse psychologic effects.
The causes of craniosynostosis are heterogeneous
and not well understood.3 Despite genetic linkage,
such as MSX, FGFR, and TWIST, to several craniosynostosis phenotypes, approximately 50% of
craniosynostosis cases likely occur by way of complex
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functions and interactions of gene products that are
subjected to environmental modulations such as
mechanical stresses, hematologic or metabolic disorders, and teratogen agents.3 Despite our increasing
understanding of craniosynostosis related genes, little is known about the structural and mechanical
properties of synostosed cranial sutures. This is not
surprising because little is known about the structural and mechanical characteristics of normal cranial
sutures except a few recent attempts.4–6 The first step
toward understanding a biological tissue from an engineering standpoint is to characterize its material
properties. The present study was designed to provide some clue of the structural and mechanical properties of synostosed neonatal cranial sutures.
Craniosynostosis may affect any of the cranial
sutures in humans, but most commonly involves
the sagittal and coronal sutures. Isolated sagittal suture synostosis is most common and accounts for the
57% of the isolated synostosis cases, whereas the isolated coronal suture synostosis accounts for 18% to
24%. It has been speculated that sutural ossification
in synostosis starts at one point and spreads along
the suture.7 It is unclear whether synostotic sutural
ossification progresses in a random fashion or follows
specific patterns, such as in an endocranial-ectocranial and anterior-posterior fashion.8 Previous work
has characterized suture ossification primarily by
gross inspections using light microscopy. Microcomputed tomography has also been used to study synostosed sutures at a resolution of 25 mm. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool to provide reliable micromechanical properties of bone tissue9 and
cranial sutures. This study represents the first known
report of using AFM to study the nanomechanical
and topographic properties of synostosed sutures.
MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Craniosynostotic Patients and
Craniofacial Surgery

A

total of five synostosed sagittal sutures (n 5 5)
and five synostosed metopic sutures (n 5 5)
were obtained during medically necessary suturectomy procedures performed on postnatal patients diagnosed of nonsyndromic craniosynostosis. The

average age of the patients with synostosed sagittal
suture was 9.2 ± 3.0 months, whereas the average
age of the patients with synostosed sagittal suture
was 9.0 ± 2.9 months (Table 1). All surgical procedures were performed by one craniofacial and oral
and maxillofacial surgeon. The animal protocol
was approved by the institutional review board.
Surgical Samples
The synostosed sagittal or metopic sutures, as illustrated in Figure 1A, were dissected aseptically during
surgery and immediately placed in 10% paraformaldehyde solution. After the surgeon identified the location of the synostosed suture, small samples of 5 3
3 3 2 mm including both the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces were obtained from each of the synostosed sutures. The ectocranial surface was convex,
whereas the endocranial surface was concave. The
surgically dissected synostotic suture samples were
prepared for microdissection to remove the central
region of each synostotic sample for further analysis
with AFM. The samples were either scanned fresh
with AFM or after placement in a 10% paraformaldehyde solution for temporary storage in a refrigerator
at a 4°C. Our previous data have shown that shortterm storage in 10% paraformaldehyde did not significantly alter the mechanical properties of sutural
samples.
Sample Preparation For Atomic
Force Microscopy
The surgically harvested samples were further dissected with a sharp rotation saw (Hall Surgical,
Largo, FL). Any remnants of the periosteum or dura
mater were removed with care not to cause substantial damage to cortical bone surface using a fine surgical scalpel. The marrow surface of each bone block
was rapidly dried and glued onto a glass cover slide
using cyanoacrylate. Using a two-sided adhesive
tape, the glass cover slide (15 mm in diameter) was
fixed to a stainless steel disk, which was magnetically
mounted onto the piezoscanner of an AFM. During
these procedures, each sample was constantly irrigated with phosphate-buffered saline to prevent
dehydration.

Table 1. Distribution of Synostosed Sagittal and Metopic Sutures as well as Patient Age
Synostosed Suture

Patient Age at the Time of Surgery (months)

Mean (months)

Sagittal

5

11

9

8

13

Metopic

10

11

11

9

4

92

9.2
9
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Fig 1 Schematic diagram of the skull
and cranial sutures, as well as sample
preparation for atomic force microscopy. (A) Superior view of human
calvarium. Location of harvested
samples of synostosed metopic and
sagittal sutures in rectangular boxes.
(B) Diagram of isolated sutural specimen with an overall dimension of
5 3 3 3 2 mm3. Superior surface
represents the ectocranial surface,
whereas inferior surface represents
endocranial surface. Downward and
upward arrows are locations of scanning and indentation with atomic
force microscopy. The dotted line is
location of the suture.

Nanoscopic Imaging and Nanoindentation
with Atomic Force Microscopy
A total of five regions of each synostosed suture were
scanned on each of ectocranial and endocranial surfaces (Fig 1B) using an AFM (Nanoscope IIIa, VeecoDigital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Each region
was separated from the next by 1 mm. Upon nanoindentation, both topographic and force spectroscopy
images were obtained using contact-mode AFM.
An oxide-sharpened silicone nitride, Si3N4, scanning
tip,was used for both topographic and nanoindentation imaging with a nominal force constant of k 5 0.12
Nm and a radius of tip curvature of 20 nm. The scan
size was 55 mm, and scan rates were 1 Hz for topographic imaging and 14 Hz for force volume imaging. Upon satisfactory topographic imaging, the
spectroscopy data were mapped in an image in
which load and nanoindentation in the Z plane were
captured. For each force spectroscopy scan, the average Young’s modulus (E) was calculated from individual calculations of 10 centrally located points
using the Hertz model10,11 as shown in equation
1 below:
3Fð1  v 2 Þ
E ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ 3=2
4 Rd

ð1Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus, F is the applied
nanomechanical load, n is the Poisson’s ratio, R is
the radius of probe tip curvature, d is the amount
of nanoindentation. Nanoindentation force (F) was
calculated using the equation F 5 k  d, where k is
the spring constant of the cantilever (k 5 0.12 Nm)
and d is the cantilever deflection distance on indentation. The Poisson ratio was assumed to be 0.30
for bone.12

Topographic images of 55 mm were obtained for
some, but not all, samples. Surface roughness (Ra) for
both the ectocranial and endocranial surfaces was obtained using equation 2 as follows:
N

Ra ¼

+i¼1 jZi  Zcp j
N

ð2Þ

where Zcp is the Z value of the center plane, Zi is
the current Z value, and N is the number of points
within a given area. For Ra analysis, height images
of all samples were obtained. The regions for Ra analysis were 55 mm.
Statistical Analysis
The average E and Ra were analyzed using Student’s
t- tests. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered of
statistical significance.

RESULTS

N

anoscopic imaging and nanoindentation revealed interesting characteristics of the synostosed postnatal sagittal and metopic sutures. At
5 3 5 mm scan sizes with AFM, the synostosed sagittal suture on both the endocranial and ectocranial
surfaces demonstrated multiple localized peaks
and valleys (Fig 2). Close examination of the peaks
and valleys indicated that surface topographic variation was within 1,000 nm (Fig 2). Qualitatively, topographic features of the synostosed metopic suture
were more robust, showing multiple localized peaks
and valleys with height variations up to 1,500 nm
(Fig 3). These qualitative observations were confirmed by the quantification of the mean Ra. The Ra
93
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Fig 2 Representative topographic
images of synostosed sagittal suture.
Topographic images of the endocranial surface are illustrated at left column (A, B, C), whereas topographic
images of the ectocranial surface are
illustrated at right column (D, E, F).
Multiple peaks and valleys represent
surface microstructures on the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces of
the synostosed sagittal suture. Note
that the variation of surface topography was up to 1,000 nm.

of the synostosed metopic suture at 223.6 ± 93.3 nm
was significantly greater than the mean Ra of the synostosed sagittal suture at 142.9 ± 80.3 nm (P , 0.01)
(Fig 4A). However, there was a lack of statistical significance in the mean Ra between the endocranial surface (201.9 ± 123.4 nm) and the ectocranial surface
(201.2 ± 74.8 nm) of the synostosed metopic suture.
Similarly, the mean Ra between the endocranial surface (136 ± 119.9 nm) and the ectocranial surface
(147.6 ± 42.7 nm) of the synostosed sagittal suture
also lacked significant differences.
Typical force-volume images depicted the deflection of the AFM scanning tip at given Z positions
from which force plots were selected for the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces of the synostosed
sagittal and metopic sutures (Fig 5). Nanoelastic data
collected from force spectroscopy images on nanoindentation demonstrated notable differences between
the synostosed sagittal suture (Fig 5, A and B) and the
synostosed metopic suture (Fig 5, C and D). Analysis
94

of force-volume images of the elastic maps of synostosed sagittal and metopic sutures in Figure 5 yielded
the E, which represent the mechanical properties of
the synostosed sutures. The mean E for the synostosed sagittal suture at 0.7 ± 0.2 MPa was significantly
greater than the mean E for the synostosed metopic
suture at 0.5 ± 0.1 MPa (P , 0.01) (Fig 4B). However,
the differences in the average E between the ectocranial and endocranial surfaces lacked statistical significance for either the synostosed sagittal or metopic
suture.
DISCUSSION

T

he present study represents an original investigation of the physical properties of synostosed
cranial sutures in early human childhood. The physical properties of cranial sutures have been difficult
to study with conventional mechanical testing approaches because of the microscopic dimension of
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Fig 3 Representative topographic
images of synostosed metopic suture. Topographic images of the endocranial surface are at left column
(A, B, C), whereas topographic images of the ectocranial surface are
at right column (D, E, F). Multiple
peaks and valleys represented surface microstructures on the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces of the
synostosed metopic suture. Note
that the variation of surface topography was up to 1,500 nm.

cranial sutures. After previous investigations of
nanoscale structures by physical scientists, AFM
has been recently used by biomedical scientists to
investigate the molecular, cellular, and tissue structures. The present study is a continuation of our
ongoing investigations of skeletal tissues using
AFM.11,13 In our previous studies, AFM was used
as a nanoindentation device for measuring the physical properties of articular cartilage, chondrocyte
matrices, cranial sutures, and sutural mineralization
front.
Examination of the topographic images reveals
variations of cranial suture surfaces with multiple
randomly localized peaks and valleys. These peaks
and valleys likely reflect an irregular bone mineralization pattern in both the endocranial and ectocranial
surfaces. The localized variations in surface topography are perhaps consistent with the observation of
multiple mineralized nodules in synostosed cranial
sutures.14 In the present work, the endocranial and

ectocranial surfaces of the synostosed metopic sutures showed rougher and more irregular topographic features than the synostosed sagittal
suture. This can probably be accounted for by the following factors. Because of its anatomic location, the
metopic suture is highly influenced by the masseter
muscle. This is indirectly supported by a greater tensile strain in the anterior portion of the interfrontal
suture in a pig model.15 The surfaces of the synostosed metopic sutures may increase their structural
complexity in response to mechanical stresses transmitted to the suture. Second, mechanical stresses
from masticatory forces transmitted to the sagittal suture may be offset by mechanical stresses generated
from the contraction of the bilateral temporalis
muscles. Clearly, the temporalis muscle has an opposing effect to the masseter muscle.15,16 Although
the magnitude of masticatory and muscular forces
are small in infants, the resultant mechanical stresses
transmitted to postnatal cranial sutures is anticipated
95
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Fig 4 Quantification of surface topography and Young’s
moduli of the synostosed sagittal and metopic sutures.
(A) Histograms of mean surface roughness (Ra) of synostosed sagittal and metopic sutures (**P , 0.01). (B) Histograms of Young’s moduli (E) of synostosed sagittal and
metopic sutures (**P , 0.01).

to be sufficient to induce metabolic changes.1 Mechanical stresses in cranial sutures may regulate
the apparently low level of mineralization of synostosed cranial sutures.14 The age range of the patients
from whom the synostosed sutural samples were obtained was 4 to 13 months. Cranial sutures are less
stiff and less mineralized than surrounding bone.17
From the patient’s age and the current mechanical
data, it appears that the synostosed infant sutures
are not nearly as stiff as fully mineralized adult bone.
Third, although both the sagittal and metopic sutures are midline sutures with presumably similar
roles in craniofacial growth, the timing of physiologic fusion differs drastically between these two
sutures. The human metopic suture physiologically
undergoes osseous fusion at approximately 3 months
after birth,18 whereas the sagittal suture begins to undergo ossification at 22 years of age. It is probable that
there is less time for establishing surface structural
complexity in the metopic suture than the sagittal
suture.
96

The present finding of lower E and higher Ra in
the metopic suture than the sagittal suture can also be
related to a previous study.19 Bone in the mineralizing
regions of the synostosed suture has lower mineralization than adjacent sutural bone and more osteoblasts lining the trabeculae, in addition to lower
trabecular density and thickness.19 These morphologic features associated with synostosed cranial sutures appear to explain the higher Ra of the metopic
suture and the increased porosity and low mineralization correlate with a lower E associated with the
synostosed metopic suture. Metopic suture closure
may involve chondroid tissue. In contrast, growth
of the sagittal suture appears to rely solely on bone
apposition. The different mechanisms by which these
sutures ossify may also account for the presently
observed differences in their E and Ra.
Despite significant differences in Ra between
the sagittal and metopic sutures as identified in
the current study, there is a lack of significant differences in either the average Ra or average E between the endocranial and the ectocranial surface
of either the metopic or sagittal suture. This lack
of statistically significant differences in E and Ra between the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces may
be attributed to the possibility that the currently
studied synostosed sutures are from postnatal human samples with age ranges from 4 to 13 months.
An animal model is probably warranted to investigate the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces of
synostosed sutures at an embryonic stage so that
the initial phases of mineralization can be subjected
to nanoindentation.
The present work has the following caveats.
First, the human synostosed samples are heterogeneous and limited in regard to sample size and age
range. These likely have contributed to the observed
variation in both nanostructural and nanomechanical
data. Second, the AFM used as a nanoindenter can
only probe the synostosed sutural surface instead
of the inner portion of the synostosed suture. Although the mechanical properties of synostosed sutures perpendicular to the ecto- and endocranial
surfaces are important for the understanding of sutural physical properties, other techniques, such as
magnetic resonance or elastomicrography, may help
illustrate the mechanical properties of synostosed sutures in the central core of the bone. Within the constraints of these caveats, the present data represent
the first demonstration of differences in surface microscopic characteristics and mechanical properties
between two synostosed cranial sutures. In comparison with accumulating focus on the genetics and molecular biology of craniosynostosis, improvement in
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Fig 5 Force volume images and force plots of a synostosed sagittal and metopic suture samples. (A) Representative image
of endocranial surface of a synostosed sagittal suture. (B) Representative image of ectocranial surface of a synostosed sagittal
suture. (C) Representative image of endocranial surface of a synostosed metopic suture. (D) Representative image of ectocranial surface of a synostosed metopic suture. In each subfigure, the elastic map in the larger square was height image
with colors coded to relative surface elevations, whereas smaller square contained a force-volume image mapping atomic
force microscope cantilever tip-sample interactions. Force plot represents tip-sample interaction at a given location. In force
plot, X-axis represents vertical position of piezostage on which the sample was mounted. Y-axis represents vertical position
of cantilever tip relative to a vertical deflection set point. Yellow line represents interaction between cantilever tip and sample.

our understanding of the physical properties of synostosed cranial suture undoubtedly would help clinicians to further understand the pathogenesis of
craniosynostosis.
The experimental work described in this manuscript is from the
Master of Science thesis research by Nayra Grau. The authors thank
Grace Viana for performing statistical analysis. The authors thank
Aurora Lopez for general technical assistance.
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E

arly expansion of the skull is facilitated by
appositional bone formation at patent
cranial sutures. Predominantly adaptable
centers that respond to extrinsic biomechanical signals, sutures permit allometric growth of the
calvarial vault.1 Although several studies have articulated a strong association between growth of the
brain and adjacent skull, how the intervening mesenchyme and osteogenic fronts between the overlying
bony plates fundamentally respond to forces remain
largely unknown.2,3 Only recently have investigators
begun to elucidate the complex interrelationship between strain and cranial suture development, but
much of our knowledge regarding fundamental
structural characteristics must still be defined.2,4–6
As the authors of this work elaborate, a plausible first
step toward a more complete understanding of the
biomechanical properties would be a detailed description of material properties. By analyzing the
nanomechanical and topographic properties of synostosed sutures, the authors potentially provide an
insight into the process of abnormal fusion and may
likewise suggest a novel avenue to the study of
craniosynostosis.
This study by Grau et al endeavored to characterize the nanostructural and nanomechanical properties of synostosed sagittal and metopic sutures. Five
prematurely fused metopic and sagittal sutures were
obtained from children with nonsyndromic craniosynostosis undergoing surgical correction. After removal of periosteum and dura mater, the central
region of each sample was prepared for analysis using an atomic force microscope. The surface of each
synostosed suture was characterized by nanoindentation, and force spectroscopy was used to determine
the sample’s structural properties. An average surface roughness was calculated along with a Young’s
98

modulus to describe material stiffness. Nanoscopic
imaging demonstrated a qualitatively complex topography for the fused metopic suture, spanning
a range of up to 1,500 nm between adjacent peaks
and valleys. The synostosed sagittal suture comparatively demonstrated far less variability, with a calculated mean surface roughness statistically less than
that in the metopic suture. These findings persisted
irrespective of investigations on either the endocranial or ectocranial surface. Nanoelastic data obtained
from force spectroscopy revealed a compelling difference in the structural properties between the metopic
and sagittal suture samples. Estimated Young’s moduli, describing the relationship between stress and
strain, was significantly greater in the fused sagittal
sutures. Further analysis demonstrated no statistical
intrasutural difference between the endocranial and
ectocranial surface for each sample set. Considering
these data, the authors speculate that differences observed may, in part, be the result of anatomic location
and its accompanying masticatory forces. With metopic sutural development presumably regulated
by masseteric activity, the increased tensile strain,
as the authors argue, may contribute to both enhanced topographic complexity and decreased
stiffness.
The application of atomic force microscopy to
the study of synostosed sutures represents an innovating approach for investigations on resultant biomechanical properties of premature fusion. As the
authors mention, conventional approaches to mechanical testing have been limited by the microscopic
dimension of cranial sutures. But although characterization of synostosed sutures remains intriguing,
a more salient consideration to be made is how the
native suture complex develops in response to stress.
Masticatory hypofunction has been one approach
taken to investigate the influence of extrinsic stress
on development of the craniofacial skeleton.4,7 Anthropometric measurements made on rats fed a powdered diet revealed no differences in cranial growth
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when compared with animals fed hard pellets.7,8 Furthermore, studies have demonstrated development
and growth of sutures in the absence of any muscle
activity.4 By transplanting whole infant rat heads to
the body of isohistogeneic adults, Hirabayashi
et al4 were able to completely dissociate craniofacial
development from masticatory activity. Using this
model, sutural development was observed to not
only befall, but to also play an active role, in growth.4
Initial suture patterning therefore proceeds despite
withdrawal of extrinsic influences.4,7,8 Whether diminished or entirely absent, strain induced by muscle
activity does not clearly contribute to early suture
specification.
Although the data have demonstrated a relative
independence of initial suture development and
growth, subsequent maturation and refinement of
cranial sutures has been increasingly linked to extrinsic force exposure.6,9–11 As early as 1957, Moss12 purported that the fine details of suture morphology was
a consequence of responses to applied strain. Mechanical isolation of sutures with methyl-2-cyanoacrylate diminished osteogenesis when analyzed both
radiographically and histologically.10 In work done
by Kopher and Mao,9 suture response to both cyclic
and static force was assessed after 12 days of maxillary loading. Interestingly, in the presence of extrinsic
oscillatory strain, sutures were observed to develop
greater widths when compared with either static applied strain or sham controls.9 Histologic analysis
demonstrated a significant increase in mesenchymal
cellularity, and fluorescent labeling revealed an elevated rate of osteogenesis when sutures were exposed to cyclic force.9 These studies demonstrate
a clear adaptive response to extrinsic mechanical
stress.9–11 In the absence of masticatory forces, the
intricate details of suture specification may thus be
lost.
The work by Grau et al appreciably contributes
to our understanding of the biomechanical properties
of synostosed sutures. But although the authors have
demonstrated a significant difference in material
properties for fused metopic and sagittal sutures,
they only begin to address the fundamental interrelationship between stress and suture development.
Recent studies have clearly demonstrated suture
specification to occur in the absence of masticatory
hypofunction; fine details of suture morphology,
however, rely profoundly on exposure to extrinsic
forces.7,9–11 In integrating these findings, sutures

appear to be adaptable centers of growth capable
of responding to variations in mechanical environment.9,11 The data in this present work accentuate this
notion, with divergent topography and stiffness
a likely culmination of differences in masticatory
stress. How this ultimately influences sutural fate,
however, remains as the central question to be answered as we strive to better understand in what
manner forces may ultimately result, or at the very
least, contribute, to premature suture fusion.
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